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Executive Summary
Each academic year an Exit Survey is offered to all students applying to receive a certificate or
degree from Tulsa Community College. The purpose of this report is to present the summary
findings of the Exit Survey 2015‐2016, including the general demographics of students
completing degrees and certificates during the year.
The Exit Survey (Appendix A) is designed to shed light on the following questions:







To what extent do you feel your experience at TCC contributed to your development of
broad learning skills, analytical skills, interpersonal/relationship skills, and goal setting?
To what extent do you feel your coursework at TCC emphasize memorizing, organizing,
analyzing, judging facts and information?
How satisfied were you with the educational services and interpersonal interactions that
you experienced at TCC?
What were your goals for attending TCC and did you accomplish them?
How do you rate your TCC experience compared to other institutions?
What are your plans for future education and employment after graduation?

In addition, students were asked to name specific individuals who were especially impactful
during their time at TCC and to share additional comments related to their experience at the
college.
During the 2015‐2016 academic year (Fall 2015, Spring 2016, Summer 2016), 2,300 certificates
and degrees were conferred to 2,142 individual students. 39.7% of completing students were
18 to 24 years old, 65.9% were female, and 66.0% of awards were university transfer degrees
(AA, AS). Of the students filing for graduation, 1,523 students completed the Exit Survey 2015‐
2016, representing a 71.1% response rate.
o The majority of respondents believe TCC contributed to their development of
broad learning skills, analytical skills, goal setting, and interpersonal/relationship
skills. The average rating for all 14 items was 4.09 on a five‐point scale. The
highest average rating of 4.39 was for “Learning effectively on your own”,
followed by a 4.32 rating for “Acquiring a broad general education”. The lowest
average rating was 3.78 for “Contributing to the welfare of your community”.
o The majority of respondents believe their coursework at TCC highly emphasized
memorizing, organizing, analyzing, and forming judgments. The average rating for
all six items was 4.23 on a five‐point scale. The highest rating of 4.30 was
observed for “Using information you have read or heard to perform a new skill”,
followed by a 4.26 rating for “Pulling together and organizing ideas, information,
or experiences in new ways”.
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o Students were asked to rate 14 college services on a four‐point scale. Averages
ranged between 3 and 4 on the scale for all services. The highest rated services
were: 3.64 for the library, 3.63 for instruction in your major, and 3.60 for
computer labs.
o Students rated “The overall experience at Tulsa Community College” at 3.65 on a
four‐point scale.
o Students were asked to rate the quality of personal relationships made at the
college. On a four‐point scale, students rated “The quality of personal
connections made with your instructors” highest at 3.51.
o The top educational goals set for attending TCC were to earn a degree or
certificate, transfer to a 4‐year college/university, and prepare for getting a job
(83.1%, 59.9%, and 37.5%, respectively). 77.3% of students indicated they had
accomplished their goal(s) for attending TCC.
o 50.4% of student respondents indicated they had attended another institution.
o Of students who indicated they had attended another institution, 33.4%
indicated they believed TCC was better than the other institutions they
had attended. 61.4% believed TCC was about the same.
o The majority of all students (83.7%) indicated that if they were to start college
over again they would probably or definitely enroll at TCC. Disaggregated by prior
attendance, 93.6% of those with prior institution experience compared to 73.6%
of students with no prior experience indicated they probably or definitely would
enroll at TCC.
o Of all respondents, 53.0% of students indicated they would be transferring to a 4‐
year institution.
o The top three four‐year institutions identified for transfer were: NSU,
OSU, and OU (37.0%, 33.9%, and 12.1%, respectively).
o 27.4% of students indicated they would begin or continue in a job related to their
degree or certificate.
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Graduate Demographics for Academic Year 2015–2016
(UDS Graduation Data Summary)

Degrees and Certificates Awarded
Associate in Arts (AA)
Associate in Science (AS)
Associate in Applied Science (AAS)
Certificate of Achievement (Cert)
Total

N (% of Total)
558 (24.3%)
958 (41.7%)
454 (19.7%)
330 (14.3%)
2,300*

*Some graduates received multiple awards

Age
Under 18
18 ‐ 24
25 ‐ 39
40 and above
Total

0 (0.0%)
850 (39.7%)
926 (43.2%)
366 (17.1%)
2,142
Gender

Men
Women
Total

731 (34.1%)
1,411 (65.9%)
2,142

Race/Ethnicity
American Indian or Alaska Native
Asian
Black or African American
Hispanic/Latino
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
White
Two or more races
Nonresident alien
Race and ethnicity unknown
Total

140 (6.5%)
90 (4.2%)
173 (8.1%)
137 (6.4%)
0 (0.0%)
1,314 (61.3%)
187 (8.7%)
30 (1.4%)
71 (3.3%)
2,142
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Summary of Survey Responses
To what extent has your experience at TCC contributed to your development in the following?
Response Average
3.93

Gaining information about career opportunities (N=1,512)

4.18

Developing clearer career goals (N=1,514)

3.78

Contributing to the welfare of your community (N=1,512)

3.91

Developing a personal code of values and ethics (N=1,511)
Understanding people of other racial or ethnic backgrounds
(N=1,512)

3.96
4.39

Learning effectively on your own (N=1,513)

4.15

Working effectively with others (N=1,513)
Using computer information technology (N=1,511)

4.09

Solving numerical problems (N=1,512)

4.05
4.30

Thinking critically and analytically (N=1,511)

4.09

Speaking clearly and effectively (N=1,513)

4.14

Writing clearly and effectively (N=1,516)

4.03

Acquiring a job or work‐related knowledge and skills (N=1,511)

4.32

Acquiring a broad general education (N=1,508)

1

2

3

4

5

1 ‐ To a very small extent 5 ‐ To a very large extent
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To what extent did your coursework at TCC emphasize the following?
Response Average
Using information you have read or heard to perform a new skill
(N=1,501)

4.30

Applying theories or concepts to practical problems or in new
situations (N=1,503)

4.21

Making judgments about the value or soundness of information,
arguments, or methods (N=1,503)

4.18

Pulling together and organizing ideas, information, or experiences
in new ways (N=1,504)

4.26

Analyzing the basic elements of an idea, experience, or theory
(N=1,502)

4.25

Memorizing facts, ideas, or methods from your courses and
readings so you can repeat them (N=1,504)

4.16
1

2

3

4

5

1 ‐ To a very small extent 5 ‐ To a very large extent
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How satisfied are you with the following at TCC?
Response Average
The quality of instruction in your major courses (N=1,360)

3.63

The quality of instruction in courses not specific to your major
(N=1,313)

3.43

The quality of academic advising (N=1,337)

3.48

The quality of the library (N=1,264)

3.64

The quality of enrollment (N=1,342)

3.53

The quality of admissions (N=1,329)

3.53

Information available about financial aid (N=1,211)

3.36

The process of applying for financial aid (N=1,177)

3.31

The quality of student activities (N=1,135)

3.44

The quality of campus security (N=1,219)

3.58

The quality of tutoring available (N=1,065)

3.47

The quality of computer labs (N=1,260)

3.60

The quality of online courses (N=1,212)

3.47

The availability of courses to fit your schedule (N=1,334)

3.58

The quality of ADA accommodations available (N=840)

3.55

The quality of personal connections made with other students
(N=1,295)
The quality of personal connections made with your instructors
(N=1,331)
The quality of personal connections made with other TCC
employees (N=1,168)

3.48
3.51
3.41

Your overall experience at Tulsa Community College (N=1,359)

3.65
1

2

3

4

1 ‐ Very dissatisfied 4 ‐ Very satisfied
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What were your goals(s) for attending TCC? (Mark all that apply.) (N = 1,522)
Earn a degree or certificate
1,265 (83.1%)
Prepare for getting a job
570 (37.5%)
Improve existing job skills
282 (18.5%)
Transfer to a 4‐year college/university
911 (59.9%)
Pursue personal interests
292 (19.2%)
Other (see comments below)
28 (1.8%)
Other comments:*
Apply for master’s program
Better myself and life in general
Build connections
Comply with new rules
Concurrent to OSU‐Tulsa 4‐year degree
Degree without debt
Develop music skills that will serve me in a 4 year university
Discover what degree I would like to get
Earn a RN degree
Figure out what I like
Find what I want to do with myself
Finish gen associate & sonography
Get out of the trailer park
Grad school prerequisites
Learn
Learn about business environments
Learn what I like and am good at
Make friends
Make friends, be somewhat social, remain in the habit of going to school
and learning, and make my family proud of me
Nursing program
Nursing Program
Pharmacy school prep
Pre reqs for med school
Sharpen my mind
To add skills and knowledge
To satisfy general education requirements
Transfer to NEO
*Comments are transcribed exactly as written.
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Did you accomplish your goal(s) for attending TCC? (N = 1,522)
90.0%
80.0%

78.9%

70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.8%
20.0%
10.0%
0.3%
0.0%
Yes, completely

Yes, partially

No

How would you compare the quality of education offered at TCC to other
institutions you have attended? (of those who attended other institutions)
Better
256 (33.4%)
About the same
471 (61.4%)
Worse
40 (5.2%)
Total
767
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If you were to start college over, would you enroll at Tulsa Community College? (N = 1,522)
60.0%
52.2%
50.0%

40.0%
31.5%
30.0%

20.0%
12.3%
10.0%
4.0%
0.0%
Definitely yes

Probably yes

Probably not

Definitely not

If you were to start college over, would you enroll at Tulsa Community College? (Disaggregated
by attendance experience)
60.0%

50.0%

56.8%
47.4%

40.0%

36.8%

30.0%

26.2%
23.3%

20.0%

10.0%
3.0%

5.0%
1.4%

0.0%
Definitely yes

Probably yes

Students with no other experience (N=755)

Probably no

Definitely no

Students with other experience (N=767)
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Which of the following best describe your educational and/or employment plans after
graduating from TCC? (Mark all that apply.) (N = 1,522)
60.0%
53.0%
50.0%

40.0%

30.0%

20.0%

14.7%

13.4%

11.3%

9.1%

10.0%

7.0%

0.0%
I will be transferring to I will be seeking a job I will begin a new job I will continue in a job
a 4‐year institution
related to the
related to the
related to the
degree/certificate I've degree/certificate I've degree/certificate I've
earned
earned
earned

I will be returning to
TCC to earn another
degree/certificate

Other

Responses: I will be transferring to a 4‐year institution to continue my
education. If so, where?*
Northeastern State University
242 (37.0%)
Oklahoma State University
University of Oklahoma
Rogers State University
University of Tulsa
University of Central Oklahoma
University of Arkansas
Langston University
Oklahoma State University Institute of
Technology
Oral Roberts University
Oklahoma City University
Other Specific Institutions*
Total of Specific Institutions

222 (33.9%)
79 (12.1%)
32 (4.9%)
16 (2.5%)
13 (2.0%)
9 (1.4%)
7 (1.1%)
5 (0.8%)
2 (0.3%)
1 (0.2%)
26 (4.0%)
654

*See Appendix B for a full listing of responses.
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Responses: I will be seeking a job related to the degree/certificate I’ve earned
at TCC. If so, where?*
AA
Accounting (2)
AEP
Airline company
Anywhere, Whoever will take me,
Looking (5)
Applying @ FAA Academy
ATC
Bank
California
Clinic/tutoring
CVS, Hospital
Dental Hygiene (2)
DHS
DLO
FAA
Fire Dept
Gallery or museum
Guardian Security
Hospital, Rehabilitation Center, Blood
Donation Center (7)
Insomniac or Global Dance
JPS or TPS
LA/NYC
Law firm (2)
Manufacturing Industry
Many leads in Tulsa
Mental health field
Need to find out what jobs are
available with my degree
Non‐profit organization
Oil & Natural gas
OKC
OU Tulsa
Paralegal

Pediatric Outpatient
Personal fitness trainer
Pharmacy
Phillips 66
Phlebotomist
Photography
PTA (2)
Quiktrip
RML or DLO site
School Teacher
Siemens, L‐3, OME
Somewhere I can use my skills
St Francis Hospital (5)
St Francis, Hillcrest
St Francis, St John (2)
St John Hospital (4)
St John, Hillcrest, St Francis
St Paul MN
Starting IT
Teaching Private lessons
Technology industry
Texas
TPS Teacher’s Aide
Tulsa and surrounding area (14)
Tulsa Medical‐Educ. Field
Tulsa or Dallas
Tulsa or OKC
Undecided, Undetermined, Unknown,
Unsure, Don't know yet, Not sure (22)
United Airlines
VA hospital
Veterinary clinic, Veterinary Hospital (2)

*Responses transcribed exactly as written.
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Responses: I will begin a new job related to the degree/certificate I’ve earned
at TCC. If so, where?*
Accounting
My own store
ACVH
Nursing (2)
AEP
ob dr
Aerial Data Service
Oklahoma Highway Patrol (2)
Animal Emergency Center
Oklahoma Surgical Hospital
Animal hospital
Oklahoma Vet Specialists
Any airline
ONG
Bailey Hospital
ORS Nasco
Brighter Dimensions LLC
OSU Med
California
Pharmacy field
CAP Tulsa
Phillips 66
Carletti Dentistry
Physical Therapy
Children's Learning Adventure
Police (Owasso)
Community Service Council
PT Clinic (3)
CPA firm
RI
CREOKS
RML
Dayspring
Saied Music Company
Dental Hygiene
Seibert Law Firm
dental office
SJMC
Digital Design
Spartan College
EMSA‐Tulsa
St Francis (22)
EPA or DEQ
St Francis, St Johns
ES2
St Francis/Hillcrest
Family & Children Services
St John (7)
Family and Children Services
TBA
Fire department
Texas (2)
Florida
Trucks for You
Healthcare ‐ St Francis
Tulsa Hillcrest
Hillcrest (4)
Tulsa Medical‐Educ Field
Hillcrest or St Francis
Tulsa or near (3)
Undecided, Undetermined, Unknown, Unsure (12)
HML
Holly Frontier
VA hospital
Hospital (7)
VCA BA
Hospital or retail
Veterinary field
HPE
Veterinary hospital
Law firm
VOA OAMC
McElroy Mfg., Inc.
*Responses transcribed exactly as written.
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Responses: I will continue in a job related to the degree/certificate I’ve earned at TCC. If
so, where?*
Accounting
American Electric Power
Ameripride
Bama Companies
Best Buy
Bishop Kelley High School
BOK (2)
Business
C.A.R.D. Head Start
Campfire
CAP Tulsa
Chelsea Family Pharmacy
City of Tulsa (2)
Claremore Indian Hospital
Community Action Resource
& Dev.
Computer World
Cosmetics
Creekwood Elem
Current employer
Davita
Dental hygienist
Farmers Insurance Group
First National Bank
Flooring business
Fresenius Dialysis
GAP Medical Clinic
Garrett Trucking
Here, Calif, Texas
Hewlett Packard Enterprise

HPE
Improving Lives Counseling
Infinedi, LLC
Jenks
John Christner Trucking
Ken's Universal Photo
Kindercare Learning Centers
Level 3 Communications (2)
Limco Airport
Little Mountain Productions
Machine shop
McCallum & Sons Drywall
Mimi's ELC & Preschool
Municipal government

QuikTrip (4)
Redstone Construction
Riverfield
RML (2)
Rosa Parks ECEC
Sand Springs Fire Dept.
Self employed
Skiatook Public Schools
Solaray LLC
Somewhere in Film
St Francis (9)
St John (6)
Still deciding
Stryker Corp

Murray Womble, Inc. (2)

Target Pharmacy

NORDA
NSU (2)
Nursing (2)
Oil and Gas in Tulsa
Oklahoma
Oklahoma Technical College
Olive Public Schools
Osage Nation
OSU (3)
OU‐Tulsa (3)
P&P Industrial Painting
paramedic/OK
Parks Edge
Primary Fuels, LLC

TCC (3)
TCSO
TTCU
Tulsa County Sheriff's Office
Tulsa Educare Inc.
Tulsa Fire Department
Tulsa Public Schools (4)
Tulsa, OK
Unsure
US Military
Valmont, Newmark
VCA Central
Walgreens Pharmacy
Woodland West
Woodland West Animal
Hospital

Hillcrest Hospital (4)

Private Lesson Teacher

Holly Frontier Corp

PTA Position

*Responses transcribed exactly as written.
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Responses: Other educational and/or employment plans after graduating
from TCC *
All of my teachers throughout the years at TCC have continued to make education
interesting and desirable
Already employed by the job I was seeking
Already enrolled at NSU
Already had other degrees. This was for personal development
Already working on 4 year degree, going to get a Master’s degree
Apply for Master’s of OT at NSU
Apply my education towards a better position
Applying to Med school
Applying to Nursing Program
Applying to pharmacy school
ARN to SDN@NSU
Attending Colorado School of Trades, Associates in Applied Science
Begin an Electrical degree at Tulsa Tech
Continue in current employment; work on MBA; pursue cert. related job
Continue more early childhood classes
Continue to pursue a Massage Therapist Certification & work in the field
Continue w/Spanish Education at TCC and NSU
Continue with the job I have now even though it is not related to my degree
Continue working at the job I have
Currently employed in unrelated field. Courses were for personal gain to help
international relations through Tulsa Global Alliance
Currently I am a welder
Deciding on if I want to keep this major or change
Dental office
Did phlebotomy will be transferring to another college just trying to decide where
to go from here
Employed
Figuring it out
Find employment/further degree
Flight training ATP, or equivalent
Go to NSU for MT
Going back to school ‐ different school
Going to CCC for finishing up education for job going for
Going to Tulsa Tech to finish Certification
Going to University & TCC concurrently
Graduate school
Graduating NSU summer 2016
Great Experience! Thanks!
*Responses transcribed exactly as written.
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Responses: Other educational and/or employment plans after graduating
from TCC (continued)*
Have a great career unrelated to my degree
Haven't decided my next step, just going with the flow & open to any
opportunities.
Hopefully get a new job in field of study
I am dual enrolled at TCC & OSU, so I will continue my education at OSU
I am finishing a second AA in French
I believe TCC is the only way to approach a 4‐year degree. Through the help of
Tulsa Achieves and Pipestem Scholarship, I am on track to graduate with no
student debt. I think more programs like Pipestems should be available to with the
number of science degree applicants!
I earned a certification at another institute that is more career related
I feel some instructors/teachers need to understand that everybody doesn’t learn
the same way and at different pace
I have a good job
I plan to pursue a cosmetology educations
I started my career before I started college, I only attended to learn Spanish
I will also be receiving a BAS from OSU at the same time
I will apply my degree to my current job. Perhaps international business.
I will attend another college to gain my degree I feel I was robbed off
I will be continuing my current job, the degree is an advantage but not a reality
I will be getting my bachelors to continue my job in education
I will be going to the Film Connection
I will be graduating from NSU concurrently, and continue a career in accounting
I will be looking for employment in my field but I am presently enrolled at OSU‐
Tulsa
I will be pursuing my bachelors in Nursing
I will be seeking a job
I will be transferring to another community college; finish my engineering math
classes then I plan to transfer to another 4 year university.
I will begin a job as an LPN and return to TCC for my RN
I will begin a new job & transfer to a 4 year institution
I will begin the nursing program at TCC
I will begin working at my father’s company, High Village, Inc.
I will continue & work at current workplace & planning to apply for related degree
I will continue at my current job, but be proud that I finally graduated!
I will continue my job at my church: Southside Baptist Church
I will test the job market with Associates degree in an job field
I will try to get a job in the dental field to better my chances for the program
*Responses transcribed exactly as written.
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Responses: Other educational and/or employment plans after graduating
from TCC (continued)*
I will use my degree as general experience, but not looking for anything in the field
I would like to find a company willing to pay for a bachelor (a few classes per
Semester)
I'm currently undecided about what I'll do next
I'm Thankful for the Tulsa Achieves Program.
Internship
Keep current job (19 years) eventually, 4 year institution
Master’s Program at OSU
MDLT program @TCC
Military
Moving to Arizona
Moving up to cooperate at my current job & continuing my education
Not Sure
Not sure where or what I'm doing next
Other than issues with how my financial aid was handled, I have enjoyed my years
(and many Changes in degree choices) with TCC. It has supplied a great foundation
for the graduate program I am pursuing now.
Pt Clinic
Pursing my degree in HDFS
Pursue a master's degree
Returning to TCC for classes
Stay in same job
Still seeking employment as an AVA
Studying in Canada for 6 mo to improve French
Take a summer course to get credits I'm missing
Taking a break. Will use in Future
Taking a couple agriculture classes for personal knowledge in 2016
TCC graduation completes my requirements for my Bachelors in EE
Transfer to another tech school
Transfer to NEO using pre reqs. from TCC
Transferring to 2‐year institution
Transferring to Tulsa Tech for practical nursing
Transferring to a Technical Institute to obtain another degree and find a job in my
field
Unsure
Unsure what to do with my life still.
Utilize my new knowledge to everyday life
Welding
*Responses transcribed exactly as written.
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Responses: Other educational and/or employment plans after graduating
from TCC (continued)*
Will continue education at NSU to acquire a Bachelor’s degree
Will write
Work like usual w/my degree!
Working
*Responses transcribed exactly as written.
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Please share any additional comments you have concerning your most recent experience as a student of TCC.
Positive comments are listed first followed by comments of a negative nature or offering suggestions for
improvement.*
Positive Comments (127)
Almost all my instructors were great and enjoyed learning in each subject matter. Even my worse instructor
(online fast track nutrition) did not keep me from learning a great deal for the textbook. Nutrition was
fascinating subject I will always use but could not recommend the instructor at all.
Amazing Experience
Awesome stepping stone in furthering my education to pursue my desired career. TCC is amazing overall
Continue the good work. You are able to foster a great learning environment for both working adults and recent
HS graduates and blend it well
Definitely worth it
Enjoyed being with other students who felt like learning is important
Enjoyed the experience! Friendly Staff and helpful tutors and instructors
Everything at TCC is way better than anything at NSU.
Everything was great, the opportunities wore always there I just hat to take them
Gave me so many opportunities, very thankful to you guys!
good
Good experience with the college. Satisfied. Love staff and students
Great
Great college, great experience with staff and professors
Great experience
Great Experience
Great Experience, would not think twice to start at TCC again or recommend to others
Great instructors. I improved a lot of my skills.
Great Instructors
Great learning environment
Great school to start my degree process, user friendly (student friendly). I'd recommend TCC to anyone.
Great school. Keep it up!
Great! Lots of options, quality instructors for the most part
Had a really good experience here
Have learned a lot in a fast pace ‐ Great!
Honors Program, PIPESTEMS & JPL Bio Initiative were directed by amazing teachers
I am grateful for the experience at TCC. Thank you
I am highly satisfied with the education I received at TCC. I feel I am prepared for my next step at a four year
university. Thanks for all your help and support!
I am very happy to attend at TCC to study
I attended TCC as a freshman and thought I should go to a higher ed. school. I went to TU for a year and it was
awful! My professors here as so much more invested in their students and all have a lifetime of experience
I attended the University of Oklahoma and felt like a number, but at TCC I felt like a person and acceptance.
Love TCC Environment!
*Responses transcribed exactly as written.
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Please share any additional comments you have concerning your most recent experience as a student of TCC.
Positive comments are listed first followed by comments of a negative nature or offering suggestions for
improvement. (positive comments continued)*
I began working at TCC Bookstore last year and learned a lot more about financial aid issues, Tulsa Achieves, and
more opportunities.
I believe it would be great to have students go and be recruiters at high schools in the local area to familiarize
them with their local community college
I came in just doing my classes, and I really should have been looking for what I need to do. Over all still a good
experience, and fun one.
I enjoy any academic challenge and TCC courses are no piece of cake in my experience. I cannot say much about
the instructors because 5 out of 6 classes were online, though I do believe they were well qualified.
I enjoyed having the opportunity to apply the educational standards within the political community. It helped
me to realize that all the politicians were not untrustworthy.
I enjoyed student activities and advisement at West Campus. Bridging the Gap staff is awesome
I Enjoyed TCC, online class variety helped me accomplish goals since I work full time. I would not be able to
graduate if they did not offer online classes like they do! Thank you
I feel completely prepared, thanks to TCC, to further my educational goals.
I greatly appreciate the science & math lab! They were such a great help getting me through all my math
classes! The writing center was helpful also.
I had a very great experience here
I had a wonderful experience as a student at TCC
I had an awesome time, I wish I had come here first
I have enjoyed the learning process that TCC has afforded me and am extremely grateful to the Tulsa Achieves
program
I have had a great experience here at TCC.
I have little to no complaints
I have loved the online courses.
I have no specific comment
I have really enjoyed the classes I have taken at TCC.
I have thoroughly enjoyed every minute
I highly recommend TCC to Future students
I joined ASSA
I like how we can pick our teachers and that there are multiple computers as well as Tulsa Achieves
I like the campus
I like the small classes and teachers are very nice.
I love the years spent at TCC, would recommend it to anyone
I loved my experiences here
I loved TCC for the most part, and any issues I may have had are easily fixable overall. I had a great experience
I prefer this institute for all the opportunities they give, and I appreciate and will keep on appreciating the
helpful staff
I really enjoy learning and paying attention to instruction/lectures
I really enjoyed my experience at TCC. This school made major impact on me as well as the teachers.
I really enjoyed my time at TCC. I really wish I had chosen to start my college career here
*Responses transcribed exactly as written.
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Please share any additional comments you have concerning your most recent experience as a student of TCC.
Positive comments are listed first followed by comments of a negative nature or offering suggestions for
improvement. (positive comments continued)*
I really glad TRiO program with the advisor for me on the my education way
I received a great education, taught by well‐educated caring professors
I shed tears when I leave this campus. It’s been a life changing journey
I thoroughly enjoyed my experience and my instructors. I was thoroughly prepared for continuing my education
at a university
I thought it was a very good experience, and a beautiful campus
I thought TCC was going to be worse than high school, quality wise but it was fantastic. I don’t know community
college gets a bad rap.
I understand the academic structure at TCC is based on a traditional setting, I would like it to be more leaned
toward the working adults already in a business setting.
I was able to accomplish much more than I thought I could. My instructors pushed me to higher grounds and
really apply myself. Thank you to all my instructors
I would take TCC if I had to again. I recommend it to anyone.
If I could choose a school to go to right out of high school, it would be here! Absolutely love it.
If I didn’t have Grace with financial aid and the patience of my instructors, I wouldn’t have made it
if it wasn't for TCC I'd never been motivated to improve other areas of my life
Instructors are very helpful and want the students to be successful. They are caring
It has been a life changing experience to go back to college later in life
It was a good Experience
It’s cheaper and convenient for me
Love the academic advising here @ Southeast campus! Very friendly & helpful
Loved my criminal justice teachers
Music Program and faculty rock
My experience at TCC has been outstanding and life changing
My experience at TCC was the best, and if I were to start college all over, I would definitely enroll at TCC again
My experience has been wonderful! I am so grateful for the professors
Overall experience was pleasant.
Overall Great Experience!!
Overall, there are high quality educators at TCC that aren’t appreciated enough. Online classes are well set up
for learning at own pace.
Practically all of the staff actually cares….It makes a big difference for those without a support system
Pretty Awesome experience
Really enjoyed this school
Really great experience to earn my degree
Somewhat satisfied with my experience as a student
Staff was very helping, always able to answer any questions I had. Overall it was a great experience.
TCC has been a wonderful experience in attending I've gained a wealth of knowledge I'm positive that will have
a positive impact on my future & family. I'm addicted to learning & will be back for more soon!
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Please share any additional comments you have concerning your most recent experience as a student of TCC.
Positive comments are listed first followed by comments of a negative nature or offering suggestions for
improvement. (positive comments continued)*
TCC has been amazing during my many years here and I am forever grateful for the support over the years
TCC has been very helpful in my pursuit to economically attain my goal of transferring to a four‐year institution
and obtain a Bachelors in English. Many of TCC's instructors have exceeded my expectations I had before
entering. Thank you.
TCC has offered so many great things to learn, people to meet, and things to be a part of.
TCC helped me come back from a period of hardship and set myself up for success in a career. Thank you.
TCC is a great school. Would recommend everyone start here before they transfer to a four year. Great insight
to see if college is really for you
TCC made it very easy for me to continue my education at a very affordable cost!
TCC was a great experience! It was amazing to connect with everyone that helped me reach some of my
academic goals. Everything here at TCC is top‐notch!
TCC was a great place for me to receive a quality education. I would recommend it to anyone wanting to thrive
in their educational pursuits
TCC was a second home for me ‐ this was a nurturing and informative environment in regards to academia,
staff, and student organizations. I am deeply saddened that OSU‐Tulsa did not inherit this model.
TCC was a wonderful experience
TCC was great
Teachers are usually excellent at inspiring and teaching. Academic advisors often give conflicting directions.
Computer‐related ventures are frustrating and hard to grasp
Thank you
Thank you
Thank you
Thank you for making reaching my goals so easy!
Thanks to the great help in finishing my degree
Thanks!
The amount of online and night classes offered really was a major part in my success to finishing this degree!
The campus is clean and very accommodating. I enjoyed my time here
The class schedules are flexible, and the instructors work with you to achieve your goals
The faculty at Tulsa Community College is very helpful and motivational toward students’ college experience.
The student activities staff and student government is also an influence I will not forget
The instructors at TCC are great! You can tell them they really want you to succeed!
The statements/questions on the other page were technically N/A for me. Already acquired those skills before
enrolling at TCC
They are happy, energetic, & enjoy their job which makes you want to learn.
This is a great team environment. Enjoyed the courses
This school has helped me to become an overall better individual and for this I thank you.
Thoroughly enjoyed my time and enrollment here
Tulsa Achieves was amazing for me & everyone should take advantage of it!
Very Grateful to have earned a degree two years after high school w/Tulsa Achieves
Very Nice
I appreciate the diversity of students
*Responses transcribed exactly as written.
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Please share any additional comments you have concerning your most recent experience as a student of TCC.
Positive comments are listed first followed by comments of a negative nature or offering suggestions for
improvement.*
Negative comments, and comments offering suggestions for improvement (75)
As a comparison, the consistency of one advisor for a particular student @ OSU makes re‐explaining your
situation to each advisor pointless and lends itself to a better advising experience
As Far as the programming degree goes, I would try to gear more towards C# careers
At the end of my degree, it became increasingly difficult to gain the classes I needed as class size requirements
changed and held me back. That would be my only concern about the future of programs, like my major,
French, not being fulfilled
Blackboard needs some work it's always down
Books shouldn't be so expensive
Bring recycling bins into classrooms for easier access!
Campuses need to be open on Sundays, or teachers should not be able to make homework due on Sundays.
One has to give
Career mobility course needs to have more lecture/class lectures than having everything online & teaching
yourself
Classes were not always available for my major. I expected a day and night class offered for each course.
Working full time was not do‐able. If you miss certain courses, then you have to wait another year to take it.
This is why it took me 5 years to complete a 2 1/2 year program
Degree Program changed for degree and was not notified that I did not need a class I was enrolled in.
Don’t feel like anyone helped me choose or analyze my education options or helped me look at where I go in
the future. The transcript audit was put off so long that it could have interfered with my graduation. Very
frustrated w/all this. Loved the classes,
Financial aid & registrar system is terrible. Not very helpful & none of the employees seem like they like their
job or students for that matter.
Financial aid is impossible to reach by phone. When I made a personal trip up to talk to them on 3 separate
occasions, they never called me as promised
Financial aid is stressful & the people on campus are not the most pleasant. Difficult to get answers. Took 2.5
months to respond to SAP. This is frustrating for older students being punished for their pasts.
For my experience as an international student, I would love to see other international students participating
more activities along with other American Students
For the students in evening classes/programs, please make it easier to access administration during those hours.
Please extend hours of testing center and Library as well; say to 9:00PM.
Have a better system of watching how many time professors actually come to class. My current Business Calc.
teacher (Name Removed) at Metro has cancelled once a week all semester. It limits my learning and
understanding. I recently had to fly to Denver for a business trip and asked if I could take our test early and he
said no so I had to take a zero on it. He should not be allowed to deny me if he doesn’t even show to class. He
says he is sick for my 8am class but shows up to his later classes. Fine. If 8am is too early for him he should not
teach it.
It would be more helpful to have more major exploration events
I feel that the Bridge Nursing Instructors for the most part were not very helpful and never lectured
I had a lot of trouble making friends. I tried attending clubs and being outgoing but it didn’t work for the longest
time. I was confused about the process of TCC & felt like it wasn’t fully explained to me
I had an overall great experience in that I earned the certificate I wanted. One issue is I didn’t really understand
the importance of the career advisor. When I applied for graduation I found out I should have talked over my
class choices with my advisor. I did not.
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Please share any additional comments you have concerning your most recent experience as a student of TCC.
Positive comments are listed first followed by comments of a negative nature or offering suggestions for
improvement. (negative comments, and comments offering suggestions for improvement continued)*
I hated the raise of required student for classes to make. In a very specific coding class it makes no sense to
wait 1 year to get 10 people or worse now 14! I was not told until late that I could test out of certain classes.
Some classes like advanced Photoshop, taught me how to create videos even though I took 2 video editing
software classes and Photoshop isn't built for video...
I hope we can get more chance to repeating courses
I left my textbook in a classroom and called the office in the science building too see if someone could retrieve it
for me. No answer, so I left a voicemail. Never received a call back‐very disappointed. Received an email that
class got cancelled one day before enrollment closed. VERY UNPROFESSIONAL!!!
I think advisement needs to be better. Many times I have come in and received different information from each
advisor because they didn't know what was going on.
I think the concurrent classes are such a wonderful opportunity for highschoolers; I wish it was advertised more!
I was a bit disappointed that when I reached out to see if I had enough credits to transfer to OU and was given
little to no feedback (useful) and now I have to cram 5 hrs. into summer electives
I was always confused by the advisors because they always told me different things.
I was not advised my degree was ended at transfer college and had to change my major being 1 course away
from graduating. This made an extensive and problematic delay in my financial aid release.
I was/am so incredibly disappointed with the attitude and degree of respect/or lack of respects of Professors in
the Nursing Program. Very condescending, belittling. We as students have no voice!!!!
I wish and hope there are more language classes, specifically for Spanish interpretation and translation
I wish the nursing blended course were truly blended. I felt like I was on my own, no lectures, the recorded
lectures were old and some of them referring to books that were not even assigned to me. I wish the
instructors had more face to face time
I would have liked to have more than one your to pay for your course
I would not come back to TCC if I had it to do all over again; not because it’s a bad school but because I know
what I really wanted out of a college experience
I would not recommend TCC's Nursing Program to anyone
I'm disappointed with the recent decision to cancel the horticulture program and I hope to see it return when
the financial situation improves.
Indifference
It may be a good idea if TCC notify future international students of their credits from foreign countries would
not be accepted that to give them hopes and to then deny to accepts some credit
Just stop with the gym dress code. People lift in what they want.
Many financial aid people seemed rude. Liked advisors and teachers
Microbiology would be better if lab & lecture was together. Blood bank possibly 16 week course there is a lot of
information in this course
More online course knowledge for students like me who live too far I would have taken more online if I had
more information about them
My higher level classes were fantastic, but the majority of my gen‐ed. classes were dissatisfying. This is because
often felt treated as a high school student, not as a fully responsible adult
Name Removed should not be a teacher. We spend more time in class correcting her mistakes than actually
learning in the class. She doesn’t "teach" she "tells"
NO
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Please share any additional comments you have concerning your most recent experience as a student of TCC.
Positive comments are listed first followed by comments of a negative nature or offering suggestions for
improvement. (negative comments, and comments offering suggestions for improvement continued)*
No seeking career skills. I am retired
Not all was a terrible experience but the online classes were poor quality su to instructors, many professors
were often absent from class during non‐online classes
Nursing Program is horrid! Disorganized, instructors unsupportive (except level 4). I recommend everyone go
elsewhere
Nursing program was ok. A little unorganized
One online teacher I had, (Name Removed), seems to be behind on posting grades often. This was the only
negative experience I have had
Online classes need video instruction. Something as simple as a Youtube account for online classes really helps
connect to the class and keeping up with course work, Universities in sure weekly video instruction as part on
all online classes
Overall the experience was great. I do suggest maybe adding another/different place to eat because Bill and
Ruth’s is okay. It’s not the best place to grab some food.
Overall, I really enjoyed attending TCC. I wish Italian II would have made a semester that I applied for
Professors should interest in international students
Schedule of classes were lacking
Shorter wait times @ advisement
Student activities need to be sent out each month online for students who take online classes
TCC needs a more involved criminal justice department with more instructors and classes available. It made it
more difficult for me to complete my CRJ degree because or this
TCC needs to advise of deadlines more prominently (i.e. FAFSA, Graduation deadlines, things like that) At my
previous school all deadlines were posted all over campus and teachers advised everyone of coming deadlines
like when enrollment opens and when graduation deadlines are.
The constant babysitting of Fin Aide to get funding to my Bursar acct was ridiculous. Also the board that works
on appeals has unacceptable response times. What takes TCC so long when other schools aren’t?
The financial aid/advising/bursar caused me incredible grief at times. I never felt like I could trust what I was
told, and actively had to fight for accuracy
The Financial aid area could use some adjustment
The folks at the math lab are not very welcoming. Also, they should do more than answer the questions
correctly, I want math explained to me so I can do it by myself
The instructors should be overseen more and students should be checked on by a higher TCC employer
The music department needs more honors classes
The quality of people vary from Campus to campus, NE being the worst, Owasso being the best. I've had all
kinds of crazy problems including having a staff member change my major without me knowing and changing it
back, causing me to enroll in classes I didn’t need to take. Also being a scholarship student getting dropped from
classes because TCC lost the letter verifying scholarships coming was frustrating
The videos uploaded to blackboard and power points need to be updated and current with material being
examined over. Exam study guides need to have more guidance to study better instead of being so vague, since
there would be material on the exams that were never put on the study guides
There either needs to be more academic advisors, or start using an appointment based system
They need to have gluten‐free foods available for students in the cafeteria
This program needs to do a better job of helping students find jobs in the field that the student is studying
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Please share any additional comments you have concerning your most recent experience as a student of TCC.
Positive comments are listed first followed by comments of a negative nature or offering suggestions for
improvement. (negative comments, and comments offering suggestions for improvement continued)*
Tutoring & Instructor options are atrocious for upper level sciences in the evenings, Chem. I, II, physics, Organic
Chem. I & II
Unfortunately, some of the classes I have tried to take got cancelled and others I would have liked to take were
not offered during my time here.
When I call the (2000) phone number they always tell me I need to come in to get any help. Even with very basic
questions. Why advertise the number if they can’t help with any questions
Would love to have enrolled in a CAN or PCT class at TCC but it is not offered anymore and also being able to
only apply for Nursing program once a year is very frustrating.
You now need a "pathophysiology" class because it is a requirement for Langston University
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Did anyone at TCC make a positive impact on you? If so, please provide their name(s).*
Aaron Inlow
Michael Boutot
Elaine Childers
David Adams

Katherine Bracy

Scott Childers

Matt Albright

Kay Bradley

Arthur Churchill

Diane Allen

Gary Braswell

David Clamey

Kelly Allen

Kirk Brewer

Kenneth Claney

Tony Alonso

Abby Bridges

Betty Clark

Rosemary Alpert

All Bridging the GAP personnel

Kelly Clark

Dina Anderson

William Briscoe

Rod Clark

Don Anderson

Mrs. Brittle

Terry Clark

Leigh Anderson

Tamara Britton

Tracy Clark

Nikki Anderson

Terri Brossett

Mr Cogman

Mr. Andrew

Chief Brown

Penny Colglazier

Satara Armstrong

Ingrid Brown

Darin Combs

Ibrahim Asad

James Brown

Joy Conder

Ted Bachman

Lynnda Brown

Brandy Cooper

Beverly Bailey

Michelle Brown

Brian Coppedge

Leauseay Baines

Mary Broyles

Mr Corbit

Joshua Baker

John Bruce

Laura Cowan

Aaron Ballinger

Emily Bruiza

Arron Coyner

Lindsey Barbour

Gary Burr

Ryan Craig

Charles (Wayne) Bass

Linda Burr

Lucinda Crain

Cheryl Bates

Robert Butler

Fred Craspe

Debbie Batson

Brett Campbell

Angela Cremin

Jenny Beatie

Cathy Campbell

Jean Crissien

Terry Bell

Shannon Campbell

Ann Cross

Brenda Bellovicit

Rosemary Carlson

Brian Cross

Melinda Bennett

Chandra Carpenter

David Cross

Reid Bennett

Sherri Carrier

Gayle Cude

Arthur Benson

Bill Carter

Allen Culpepper

Gifty Benson

Laura Caular

Thomas Culpepper

Xan Black

Laurie Centauri

Julie Cuscomb

Reatha Blackburn

Dulce Chale

Miguel Da Corte

Amanda Blackman

Jennifer Champion

Kathy Daily

Jamie Blevins

David Charlson

Terry Daniel

James R Bolley

Amber Chase

Kimberly Daniels

Claude E Bolze

Vincent Chebny

Clay Darnell

James Bond

James Cheh

Roxanne Davenport
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Did anyone at TCC make a positive impact on you? If so, please provide their name(s). * (continued)
Ginny Davis
Kirk Elliot
James Goodwin
Jill Davis

Donna Elliott‐CompII

Jerry Goodwin

Rhonda Davis

Ashley Ellis

Vonn Goolsby

Sloan Davis

Tiffany Engel

Ginelle Gordon

Richard Day

Andrew England

Warren Graham

Nicholas Dean

James Enis

Donna Gray

Daniel Decker

Neil Enis

Jeff Greco

Michelle Degar

James Evan

Allan Green

Michelle Degrear

Noam Faingold

Lynn Green

Debbie Deibert

Molly Farley

Vince Griffin

Drew Dejarnette

Jenny Fields

Jean Grissen

Daniele Dennison

Michael Figart

Judith Gulden

Alfred DeStefano

West Campus Financial Aid

Leigh Gulley

Christina Dewan

Anne Fischer

Leslie Guthrie

Dewayne Dickens

Debra Fite

Anita Hall

Jennifer Dillard

Sue Flaming

Mallory Hall

Mike Dineen

Wauleua Fletcher

Nanette Halloway

Dolly Dobson

Andrew Ford

Michael Hammer

Connie Dollens

Steven Forrester

Jeff Hammontree

Megan Donald

Teresa Foster

Heather Hancock

Phillip Dorkner

Richard Fox

Becky Hankins

Keidron Dotson

Mark Frank

Jootlee Hann

Diane Downes

Jonathan Frazee

Bart Hardgrove

Troy Dunbar

Wayne Frazee

Professor Harring

Jennifer Duncan

Teresa Frazier

Blake Harris

Kristi Dunn

Derek Garvin

Margaret Harrison

Kelsey Duvall

Christina George

Stephanie Harrison

EAC Staff

Lisa Gerow

Randy C Harvey

Rebecca Eagleton

Chelsea Gibson‐Smith

Don Hastings

Michael Easley

Carmen Gilbert

Ben Hay

Mona Easterling

Richard Gilman

Melanie Heffington

Wendy Eddy

Chelsey Gipson

Thomas Henderson

Jennifer Edwards

Nikki Givens

John Hensley

Paul Eicher

Professor Goodman

Carla Hinkle

Jerrilyn Eisenhauer

Joyce Goodrum

Laura Hinkle

James Elder

Chad Goodwin

Greg Hitchcock

Jim Elder

Donna Goodwin

Jenny Hodges
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Did anyone at TCC make a positive impact on you? If so, please provide their name(s). * (continued)
Michael Holloway
Pam Kannady
Darren Lunow
Jeff Holt

Jason Kearney

Ivan Lurz

Laura Holtquist

Gary Kech

Julie Luscomb

Lisa Hopkins

Claire Keifer

Lorna Lydem

Matt Hopkins

Robbin Keith

Linda Lyons‐Coyle

Fumie Horne

Kyle Kemp

Paul Mabrey

William Horton

Bartis Kent

Gregory Mace

Michele Hough

Mike Kent

Roberto Maduro

Rebecca Houser

Abdurrahman Khattab

Marilee Magnuson

Linda Houston

Melinda King

Anne Mallory

Linda Hoyt

Senora King

Charles Mansfield

Shelly Huggard

Stacy King

Kristen Marangoni

Kelsey Hulgan

Andrea Kinkeade

Olivia Marino

Gary Hunt

Jennifer Kneafsey

Fern Marrs

Patrick Idwasi

Lori P Knight

Ruby Marshall

Pam Imhoff

Cindy Kramer

Cindy Martin

Pam Ingram

Dale Kufahl

Terri Martindale

Doug Inhofe

Starr Labrott

Melissa Masse

Aaron Inlow

Alexa Larson‐Thorisch

Kerry Masterson

Jenn Ivie

Terry Lastinger

Don Matheison

Charles Jackson

Paul Lauderback

Jan Maxson

James Jackson

David LeCount

Kathy McAnally

Terry Jacobs‐Davis

Rebecca Legleiter

Pat McCann

Timothy Janak

Lisa Leifield

Pat McCoy

Catheryn Jennings

Angela Le‐Luex

Amanda McDaniel

Janine Jensen

Robert Lewis

Terry McDevitt

Callen Johnson

Tracy Lewis

Dennis McDonald

Carol Johnson

James Liley

Molly McFadden‐May

Judy Johnson

Mike Limas

Ben McFarland

Lydia Johnson

Sharon Limas

Belinds McGee

Glenn Jones

Cherri Lindle

Alicia McKay

Libby Jones

Jay Loegering

Michael McRuiz

Ms Jones‐Psychology Prof.

Rachel Longacre

Michael McWilliams

Tom Jones

Idelise Lopez

Stephanie Meritt

Kerry Jones

Laura Lowan

April Merrill

Paul Juen

Travis Lowe

Rusty Middleton

Vicki Jurries

Nahid Lowrey

Gary Miller
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Did anyone at TCC make a positive impact on you? If so, please provide their name(s). * (continued)
Tony Miller
Cesar Pena
Russ Ronning
Paula Millican

Odilia Pena

Lawrence Rosenborough

Dorothy Minor

Tina Pena

Steven Rosser

Katherine Mitchell

Rachael Pepin

Allison Rossi

Ruth Mitchell

Lindsey Perry

Jennette Royster

Dorothy Moaliitele

Gary Persing

Jim Runyan

Perri Montgomery

Diana Phillips

David Ruskoski

Katherine Moore

Gay Phillips

Christine Russell

Michael Moore

Lance Phillips

Kara Ryan‐Johnson

Adrienne Morecraft

Mary Phillips

Carol Sallee

Bob Morton

Margaret Pianalto

Don Schiller

Sydnee Moyers

Susanne Pickering

Joseph Schnetzer

Steven Nams

Sydnee Pockrus

Jerilyn Schultz

John Nelson

Julie Porterfield

Julie Schultz

Tony Nelson

Brian Potter

Tracie Sexson

Susan Neubauer

Diane Potts

Sheriton Shatwell

Janet Nobles

Beverly Price

Walid Shihabi

Jan Nolen

Pam Price‐Hoskins

Clark Shilling

Mitch Ober

PTA Program Instructors

Joyce Shilling

Valarie O'Brien

Steven Purdue

Molly Simmons

Patrick Ocampo

Kathy Pursley

Patrick Simmons

Tony O'Conner

Beverly Pyron

Noah Singer

Cathy O'Dell

Paulette Ramsey

Kenna Skillern

Mike Ogawa

Sandra Rana

Barbie Slagle

Lynda Ohs

Bobi Raney

Dusti Sloan

Janice O'Meilia

George Ratliff

Sara Sloan

Susan O'Neil

Ildelisa Recinos

Matt Smith

Dr. Osama

Cherlyn Reeves

Melinda Smith

Tony Padalino

John Reidy

Patty Smith

Josh Parish

Sam Richardson

Philip Smith

Dawn Parton

Doug Ricks

Sandra Smith

Ryan Paruch

Heidi Rigert

Sharon Smith

Dewayne Pass

Pamela Rink

Kristin Snodgrass

Mr. Patel

Tracy Robbins

Russell Sowell

George Patterson

Shawna Robinson

Robert Sparks

Justin Peer

Fernando Rodriquez

Michael Speck

Shaun Peevsasser

Frank Roepke

Diana Spencer
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Did anyone at TCC make a positive impact on you? If so, please provide their name(s). * (continued)
John St John
Linda Tindwell
Mathis Wicks
PTA Staff

Jim Tipplehorn

Ruth Wilcox

Lawrence StarHill

Sasha Townsend

Rhonda Wilhite

Sarah Stecher

John Travers

Tracey Willbourn

Bill Steckleberg

TRIO SSS, Staff & members

Marion Williams

Lisa Stephanie

Stan Trout

Yolanda Williams

Judy Stevenson

Patricia Trusty

Gornie Williams

Charlotte Stith

Bud Turman

Deborah Williamson

Greg Stone

Deborah Turman

Josh Wilson

Georgie Stoops

Jeanne Urie

Kelly Wilson

Jane Storm

Robert Urman

W Wilson

Robyn Stroup

Jane Varmecky

Kenneth Wood

Jeff Stuckey

Robert Vest

Weltha Wood

Francoise Sullivan

Donna Woodard

Rhiannon Sullivan

Paula, Brandy, and Kaci w/vet tech
program
Paul Vickery

Glenda Summerlin

Marva Volk

Craig Woolsey

Faith Summers‐Gate

Dennis Voss

Maryann Wright

Mark Swanson

Catherine Wade

Pang Yang

Dr. Sweeny

Prof Wadly

Justin Yates

Jacalyn Swicegood

Sarah Wagner

Stephanie Youngblood

Mark Swiney

Richard Walcott

Sandra Zingo

Paddy Swiney

Mary Walker

Paul Zintgraff

Maiko Takahashi

Nancy Walker

Jon Tanzey

Judith Wallace

Corey Taylor

Sharolyn Wallace

Ed Taylor

Stewart Wallace

George Taylor

Larry Ward

Heather Taylor

Ashley Watkins

James Taylor

Rose Watts

Jennifer Thankachan

Monica Webb

Christine Thoman

Mark Weigel

Anna Thompson

Jeff Wells

Beth Thompson

Gary Wescott

Theresa Thompson

Lauri Whisnant

Patrick Thorton

Lindsay White

Susan Tillman

Travis White

Richard Tims

Chrissy Whiting

Steven Woods
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Appendix B
All Responses: I will be transferring to a 4‐year institution to continue my education. If so,
where? (All Responses)*
Northeastern State University (NSU) (158)
Oklahoma State University (OSU) (117)
Oklahoma State University ‐ Tulsa (OSU‐Tulsa) (105)
Northeastern State University ‐ Broken Arrow
(NSU‐BA) (84)
University of Oklahoma (OU) (62)
Rogers State University (RSU) (32)
University of Oklahoma ‐ Tulsa (OU‐Tulsa) (17)
University of Tulsa (TU) (16)
University of Central Oklahoma (UCO) (13)
University of Arkansas (U of Ark) (9)
Langston University (Langston) (7)
Oklahoma State University Institute of Technology
(OSU ‐ IT) (5)
Oral Roberts University (ORU) (2)
SNF (2)
Brigham Young Univerity (BYU (1)
California Baptist University (1)
Colorado State University (1)
Columbus College‐Chicago (1)
Galveston College (1)
I.T. (1)
John Brown University (1)
Johnson University (online) (1)
Metro State ‐ St Paul, MN (1)
Mid‐American Christian University (1)
Ohio State University (1)
Oklahoma City University (OCU) (1)
Oregon State University (1)
Savannah College of Art and Design (1)
Simmons College (1)
Southern Nazarine University (1)
Southwestern Oklahoma State University (1)
University of Michigan (1)
University of North Texas (1)

University of Rhode Island (1)
University of Texas at Arlington (1)
University of Utah (1)
University of Wyoming (1)
Wesleyan College (1)
Western Governors University (1)
NSU or OSU (11)
OSU or TU (6)
Langston or OU (2)
NSU‐BA or OSU‐Tulsa (2)
NSU or OU (2)
NSU or RSU (2)
ORU or OSU (2)
OSU or OU (2)
OU or RSU (2)
UCO or OSU (2)
NSU‐BA or OU (1)
NSU or OSU or OU (1)
NSU or OSU‐Tulsa (1)
NSU or OU or RSU (1)
OCU or OSU or OU (1)
OCU or OU (1)
ORU or TU (1)
OSU or OU or Pittsburg State University (1)
OSU or OU or TU (1)
OSU or OU or TU or U of Ark (1)
OSU or U of Ark (1)
OSU‐Tulsa or OU‐Tulsa (1)
OSU‐Tulsa or TU (1)
Somewhere in Washington State (1)
Wherever I get accepted (1)
Undecided, Unknown, Unsure (45)

*Responses transcribed as written.
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